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New Business Models for Think Tanks*
By Dr. James G McGann

Think tanks today are facing increasingly intense changes in the world,
both political and technological ones, which pose serious challenges and
even existential crises to think tanks. In 2015, the columnist of the
Washington Post, Amanda Bennett, asked “Are Think Tanks Obsolete?”1
Think tanks are not obsolete, but some of their strategies are. In order to
overcome the numerous predicaments imposed by our times, think tanks
need to innovate their business models.

A New Operational Context
Think tanks today face the “NGO pushback” in which external forces are
using legal and extralegal means to limit the number, role, and influence
of the civil society. This “pushback,” coined in the 2015 Global Go To
Think Tank Report, resulted in part from the rise of partisan politics and
political polarization, both of which eroded effective decision making and
blurred the lines between policy advice and advocacy for think tanks.2
Influenced by this partisanship and the rise of populism, the general
public has expressed a distrust of higher power institutions, including
research institutes such as think tanks.
The funding landscape for think tanks has also changed drastically. The
so-called “golden age” of think tanks in the 70s and the 80s is gone.
Today, with the recent rise of global philanthropy, donors focus more on
projects that are short-term, specific, and high impact.3 Furthermore, in
the face of rapid technological advancements, think tanks now find
themselves no longer the only actor in the knowledge brokerage
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industry, but as only one of the competitors in the “global marketplace
of ideas,” vying with other actors such as media organizations, advocacy
groups, consulting and law firms4.
Given this aforementioned context, adapting new business models seems
inevitable and worth studying for think tanks. The traditional academiccentric model has ended. The business models for think tanks is changing
from “the manner by which the think tank delivers value to stakeholders,
entices funders to pay for value, and converts those payments to
research with the potential to influence policy”5 to a condign that
incorporates innovative strategies in management, communication,
financing, and technologies without undermining the quality and
rigorousness of research and publication.
Management
The leadership of think tanks is being called to change. The desire for a
scholarly head of a think tank, where the motto held, “research it, write
it, and they will find it’’6 no longer holds true. Today, think tanks not only
need scholars, but also managers. In an information research world,
where the competition for ideas and influence is intense, think tanks
need to demonstrate the value they add to public discourse and public
policy. The competition that think tanks have today leads some funders
to conclude that the products and services of think tanks that have the
“high impact” they desire are they ones which they are wiling to fund.
In today’s environment, everyone can be a think tank, at least virtually.
Think tanks face competition from advocacy organizations, for-profit
consulting groups, and law firms, in addition to every means of electronic
competition - an increasingly efficient competitor.7 As noted in the 2015
Global Index Report, “Big data, which involves the collection and analysis
of massive amounts of information to pinpoint critical data and trends,
may render think tanks and their staffs superfluous. This new analytic
capability enabled by supercomputers, maybe the think tanks of the
future.”8 However, big data, and any of the competitors, cannot replace
the potential insight that an organization devoted solely to policy
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research, has. Think tanks need to figure out how to market their product
most effectively.
These think tank executives hold vast influence over the direction their
institution takes. In the wake of all the global shifts that are directly
impacting think tanks, executives need to wield their influence with
these challenges in mind.

Strategic Communication
There are at least three audiences with which think tanks need to
communicate - donors, policy makers and the general public. In order to
catch the attention of these key audiences, a think tank needs to be able
to deliver the analytical information it promises in a timely and effective
manner.
In an age of nearly instant information dissemination via social media,
think tanks have to keep this pace. Active blogging, social media use,
online interactive forums, and infographics are examples of ways to do
this. Once a think tank has garnered this kind of attention, they also raise
their donor profile. When funding becomes an issue, the burden falls
heavily upon the public image of the institution; this strategic
communication of the goods and services a think tank can offer is an
important way of maintaining necessary funding. These communication
strategies are the vehicles in delivering research results, and thus are
crucial in generating an impact on the policymaking community.9
Innovative Funding Strategies
While Benjamin Franklin has written that “In this world nothing can be
said to be certain, except death and taxes,” think tank leaders today may
say “In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and
short-term project funding” -- if any funding is to be certain at all.10
Increasingly, think tanks are moving towards endowment-based funding
to increase long-term stability. Others have suggested the establishment
of funds such as a shared reserves fund and an emergency bridging fund
to help think tanks to build capacity and avoid financial risks. In short, an
effective and successful fundraising strategy should build the
organizational strategy and related processes into researchers' everyday
work; have a Monitoring and Learning (M&L) system in place that
9
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communicates real impact while generating useful information; and be
explicit about the connection between the strategy and funding needs.

Big Data Analytics
Accompanying technological advancements is the increasing amount of
data and the use of big data analytics. Some estimations suggest a 4,300%
increase in annual data generation by 2020 -- 44 times greater in 2020
than it was in 2009.11 According to studies conducted by the European
Parliament Research Service in 2016, big data analytics could identify
efficiencies that can be made in a wide range of sectors, leading to
innovative new products, greater competitiveness, and economic
growth.12 The McKinsey Global Institute stressed that “there are no
industries in which the ability to continuously integrate new sources of
data of any format and quality would not generate improvements.”13
Think tanks are no exception.
While there are certainly complex regulatory concerns and technical
loopholes with the appearance of new technologies, big data analytics
could help think tanks better measure their influence in a quantitative
way. In 2016, Tsinghua University in China released the 2016 Big Data
Report on Chinese Think Tanks, measuring the influence of Chinese think
tanks by assembling 110 thousand websites, 18 million active Wechat -a Chinese social media app -- official accounts, 150 million active Weibo
(or the so-called “Chinese facebook”) accounts, 6,155 Online-forums, and
930 thousand News Apps for smartphones.14 This effort suggests that the
seemingly unmeasurable “influence” of think tanks could be measured
into numbers of citations, articles, and mentions on various platforms -a technique that, while limited, could be adopted and used to gain more
insights regarding the communication strategies and level of social and
political impact of think tanks.
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Conclusion
In order to survive ever-escalating changes, more and more think tanks
are recognizing the need for constant innovation. While taking the
changing context into account, think tanks today should push to innovate
in management tactics, strategic communication plans, fundraising
strategies, and big data analysis.
On the other hand, the new business model should not go against think
tanks’ original mission to produce quality and influential research that
could help policy-making. Think tanks need to find a delicate balance
between innovating their business models and committing to the quality
and rigorousness of their research and products. None should come at
the expense of the other. It is only with an innovative business models
and an unwavering commitment to the excellence of research could think
tanks survive and excel in today’s world.
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